Cavities in Mass-Impregnated HVDC Subsea Cables Studied by AC Partial Discharge Measurements
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ABSTRACT
Partial discharge measurements have been used for studying shrinkage voids in the insulation of mass-impregnated high voltage DC subsea power cables. Three 4.5-m long cable samples were subjected to ac partial discharge measurements at different ambient temperatures, both under isothermal conditions and after load current turn-offs. Two distinctly different phase resolved partial discharge patterns were observed, suggesting that two different "types" of cavities were created. The type causing by far the most powerful discharges appeared a few hours into the cooling period after load turn-off, which coincides in time with when load cycling breakdowns during type testing usually occur. Current loading has a significant effect on the cavities, as it leaves them – at least temporary – with a different dielectric strength afterwards. The mechanisms behind this change are not identified, but the associated time constants are of the order of days and weeks. Consequently, accurately determining the limitations of such cables with regard to their ability to withstand polarity reversals and rapid load changes may be more complicated than previously assumed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
HIGH voltage direct current (HVDC) submarine power cables [1] are becoming an increasingly important part of power transmission systems as they interconnect land-based ac systems separated by long sea crossings. This development is particularly apparent in Europe, where existing and future HVDC subsea links both in the Mediterranean and in the North Sea facilitate electric power exchange with continental Europe.

The so-called mass-impregnated non-draining (MIND) cable has up to now been the technology of choice for these links. The electrical insulation here consists of lapped Kraft paper impregnated with high-viscosity oil (the "mass"). For cables of the highest voltage ratings some 200 layers of paper tapes, each around 0.1 mm thick and 20–30 mm wide are lapped into a thickness of around 20 mm. The paper tapes are wound with a pitch that exceeds the tape width somewhat, so that a few millimeters wide helical butt gaps are formed in each layer. This makes it possible to bend the cable without damaging the paper tapes. After the impregnation the butt gaps are assumed to be filled with mass. A lead sheath permanently seals off the insulation system and prevents water ingress.

Subsea HVDC MIND cables are an old, resilient and well-proven technology with an excellent service record. Most of the failures that have occurred have been caused by external factors such as trawl doors and anchors.

The operational patterns for typical HVDC links have in recent years been gradually changing. Market demands now call for larger and faster load changes than in the past. This is likely to impose more severe stresses on the insulation system of the cables. In particular, polarity reversals and the cooling period after a load reduction or turn-off are assumed to be critical. The mass has a thermal expansion coefficient around ten times higher than the paper [2]. As the insulation cools after a load turn-off, the pressure in the insulation falls. The temperature reduction and the accompanying thermal contraction are larger near the conductor than at the outer parts of the insulation. Migration of mass through the paper layers is slow, so it is assumed that voids or cavities may form as the contracting, high-viscosity mass is not able to fill the available volume.

A special type of dielectric breakdown observed in the cooling phase of the load cycling part of the type test [3, 4] is assumed to be caused by such shrinkage cavities. The first voids are probably formed in the volume of the butt gaps, before they expand and extend axially between the paper layers to the butt gaps of the next layer. A path along the cable axis with significantly lower dielectric strength is thus created. Partial discharges (PDs) ignite, and eventually this develops into a breakdown channel. Subsequent dissections have revealed carbonized channels extending more than a meter along the axis of the cable [5, 6].

This phenomenon, referred to as a load-cycling breakdown, is believed to be among the limiting factors with regard to dynamic loading of MIND cables (although it has mainly been experienced
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impregnated paper and the brass connector.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic cross-sectional drawing, and (b) photograph of the cable termination. The length is around 50 cm.

Concerning the electrical stresses, the most critical area is at the end of the carbon paper layer. The field grading sheet or pad causes the electric field here to be reduced and spread out over a longer portion of the insulation. The impregnation mass is chemically incompatible with the field grading materials, so thin polyethylene and silicone tapes were used to avoid direct contact. The outer layer of lapped elastic vulcanizing tape strongly compresses the entire assembly so that the internal pressure in the termination is probably higher than in the cable, at least at low temperatures. The vulcanizing tape is also a good electrical insulator. The steel bands and the galvanized steel armor wires of the MIND cable were firmly secured with a rugged hose clamp (barely visible in Figure 1b).

This in-house termination design worked well for voltages up to approximately 100 kV ac. Compared to using the type of cable terminations installed on such cables when in normal HVDC operation, this turned out to be a compact, low-cost alternative, well-suited for the current purpose.

The ambient temperature of the cables, excluding the terminations, was controlled by using a heating/cooling machine that circulated a liquid in copper pipes wound onto the cable surface. The pipes were embedded in an around 5-cm thick layer of a flexible polymer compound filled with aluminum powder to increase its thermal conductivity, see Figure 2. This arrangement exerts no external pressure on the test object. Afterwards, sheets of polymer foam were wrapped on the outside to thermally insulate the test object from the laboratory ambient. The end of the copper pipes and the thermal insulation are visible to the left in Figure 1b.

Figure 2. Embedding the copper pipes in a thermally well-conducting compound to provide a good temperature control of the cable surface.

This setup made it possible to control the ambient temperature of the cable in the range –5 to +40 °C, even under rated load current.

2.3 SETUP FOR PD MEASUREMENTS

Two parallel systems for obtaining PD signals were applied, see Figure 3. A standard analogue setup consisting of 0.8 nF coupling capacitors and commercial PD shunts (Omicron CPL 542) was hooked up to both ends of the MIND cable. A common signal ground point was established on the lead sheath at the midpoint of the cable. The two signals were transmitted by coaxial cables of equal length to a 2.5 GS/s oscilloscope (Textronix DPO 405–4). By comparing the arrival times of the same PD pulse, the approximate location (roughly within one meter) of its source could be determined.

Figure 3. The PD measurement setup.

The other system was a commercial solution (Omicron MPD 600) comprising the same type of measuring shunt, a PD acquisition unit and a laptop computer with a software package for control, communication, presentation and storage of the obtained signals. The center frequency and width were set to 5 and 1 MHz, respectively, as this gave a decent signal-to-noise ratio. Dead time was set to 2 μs. The measuring range was 5–10,000 units.

The amplitude of the PDs could not be properly calibrated as the PD signal was integrated and digitized, and the applied frequencies were far higher than used for IEC 60270 compliant PD measurements [15, 17]. By inserting a 100-pC signal from a PD calibrator at one of the cable terminations, a peak value of 30 units was measured. This indicates that the recordings cover PDs with apparent discharges ranging from approximately 15 to 30,000 pC. The PD activity over a certain recording period was visualized by displaying the amplitude and phase location of each recorded discharge by a dot, in so-called PRPD plots.
PRPD plots have become a commonly applied tool for describing and visualizing PDs in electrical insulation systems [15]. PDs from different defects, such as a needle electrode in gas, a cavity in a solid, a surface contamination, etc., have different polarity dependency, phase location and amplitude. Hence, the source type can usually be identified from the obtained PRPD plots.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 TIME DOMAIN PLOTS

Figure 4 shows an oscilloscope screen dump with typical PD patterns covering a full 50-Hz cycle. The PDs come as bursts on the rising flank starting roughly a millisecond after voltage zero crossing. Almost no discharges appear on the declining flank.
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Figure 4. Typical PD patterns simultaneously recorded over a 20-ms interval in two channels. The applied voltage (sinusoidal curve) is 20 kV. The upper channel is from the cable end with two PD shunts, giving a 50% reduction in signal amplitude compared to the lower channel signal obtained at the other end.

Such a PD pattern is normally recognized as being generated by local dielectric breakdowns inside gas-filled voids in electrical insulation. Above a certain voltage, similar recordings were obtained on all three samples, and this is taken as evidence of that cavities existed in the cables.

As pointed out above, the fast, dual channel measurement facilitated a rough localization of a PD's source. Figure 5 shows the fronts of two PD signals acquired at the cable ends. Each plot covers 220 ns. The PD signals in the left image arrived at the oscilloscope approximately at the same time, indicating that the source was at the mid-section of the cable. In the right plot the upper channel signal is lagging the lower signal by around 17 ns. The signal propagation velocity $v$ can be determined to $160 \text{ m/µs}$ by $v = \frac{c \sqrt{\mu_r/\epsilon_r}}{\epsilon_r}$ when assuming that $\epsilon_r = 3.5$ and $\mu_r = 1$ for MIND cable insulation. Thus, this delay indicates that the void where this PD occurred was located around a meter from the cable end where the lower signal was acquired.
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Figure 5. Oscilloscope screen dump of simultaneous dual channel recording of the front of PDs signal coming from the mid-section of the cable (a) and nearer to the end (b).

This investigation concerns PDs in the MIND cable insulation, so excessive PD activity in the terminations was unwanted and a potential source or error. By checking the location of the PDs as demonstrated in Figure 5, it was ensured that the PRPD plots and the recorded inception and extinction voltages reported on here were based on PDs from the cable itself, and not severely disturbed by flaws and irregularities in the terminations. This "quality assurance" was carried out as frequent visual oscilloscope inspections; no automatic signal gating or filtering was employed. A few measurement series were found to contain an excessively large fraction of PDs coming from one of the terminations. These results were simply discarded.

3.2 PD INCEPTION AND EXTINCTION VOLTAGES

Figure 6 shows PD inception and extinction voltages obtained as a function of temperature for the three objects examined. The cables were unloaded, i.e., at isothermal condition, and the temperature was not monotonously decreased or increased, but moved up and down between different setpoints in an arbitrary manner. The cables were left to rest at the setpoint temperature for at least 24 h before the measurements started. The voltage was increased at a rate of 20 kV/min until PDs were detected, and then lowered with the same rate until they disappeared.

For samples A and B one series of measurements was carried out on each, whereas object C was subjected to several series, also including measurements after a rated load current had been passed at an elevated ambient temperature. Each series was typically completed within a week's time, and the time elapsed between two series was around a month. In this period cable C rested at room temperature.

The general observation is that inception and extinction voltages increase with increasing temperature for all cables. For the virgin objects, cable A and B, no PDs were observed at temperatures above 12 and 14 °C, respectively. Several tests above these temperatures, and with applying up to 70 kV, were run on these samples, but no PDs could be detected. When only considering the results obtained before load current was passed, sample C did not become "silent" when using this PD measuring setup until the temperature exceeded 25 °C.
The obvious interpretation is that the observed temperature dependency of the PD activity is related to thermal contraction of the mass. Below a certain temperature, cavities of a size and capacitance sufficient to produce PDs large enough to be picked up by the recording system are formed. When further decreasing the temperature, the cavities increase in number and/or size and the inception and extinction voltages become lower.

Sample C differs from A and B in that it – among other things – earlier has been in normal service and thus has carried load currents. Whether the previous current loading is the reason for the PDs in the first three series appearing at somewhat higher temperatures than in objects A and B cannot be established.

Current loading during the present test campaign did however, profoundly change the PD behavior of sample C. Rated load current was applied for one day, and since no forced cooling was applied, the surface temperature of the cable reached 35 °C. Measurements obtained under isothermal conditions at 26 °C the following week revealed PDs at voltages as low as 6 kV, see the circle symbols in Figure 6c. Before passing current, voltages above some 70 kV were needed to ignite PDs at this temperature.

One month later, a fifth PD measurement series on sample C was initiated, also at room temperature. It was now found that no PDs ignited, even when applying 80 kV several times during the week. Hence, in terms of its PD behavior, the cable now appears to be closer to what it was prior to the one-day current loading, i.e., again with ignition voltages near or above the upper measuring range of 80 kV. Consequently, the change imposed by the load current and accompanying temperature rise that reduced the ignition voltage to some 15–20 kV was of a temporary nature, lasting for somewhere between a week and a month.

The thermal time constant of the cable in the current setup is approximately half a day, so this behavior cannot be attributed to thermal contraction and expansion alone. Clearly, there are other, slower processes at work in the insulation system when and after the cable carries current. For example, if gas dissolved in the mass is slowly released into freshly created cavities and increases their internal gas pressure, Paschen's law states that this greatly influences the dielectric strength and thus presumably also on PD inception and extinction voltages. A radial flow of mass caused by the pressure gradient in the insulation, or simply many smaller cavities gradually combining into fewer larger ones, are also likely to change the PD behavior.

### 3.3 PD CHARACTERISTICS AT ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS

After determining the inception voltages, the amplitude and phase location for all detected PDs were recorded over a 5-min period at constant voltages, typically 20, 40, 60 and 70 kV. The PD number and amplitude were in general found to increase with increasing voltage and with decreasing temperature for all three cable samples. This is consistent with that the number or size of the cavities in the insulation increase as temperature drops and the mass contracts more than the paper.

When presenting these measurements as PRPD plots, two clearly distinct patterns – occasionally superimposed – emerge. Figure 7 shows three examples. The phase location and amplitude of each PD is displayed by a dot. Amplitudes are displayed on a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis covering more than three decades. When many PDs with the same phase location and amplitude are collected, this is indicated by a more intense color.

The upper plot is a typical example of a PRPD plot that in the literature is commonly referred to as a “rabbit-like” pattern [17, 18]. Both half cycles are the same, with a large portion of the PDs around the zero crossing, i.e., when the derivative of the voltage is at its maximum. The magnitude of these PDs never exceeded 100 units.
Figure 7. Typical examples of PRPD plots obtained from the three cable samples. The upper one is a typical example of "rabbit-like" shape; the middle is clearly different with much larger amplitudes, whereas the lower shows both features. These plots were acquired from cable sample A, B and A, respectively. (The measurements are not properly calibrated, so the vertical axis scaling is not correct. The red and yellow bands below 20 units in the middle plot are amplifier noise and should be ignored.)

The middle plot contains PDs with amplitudes more than two orders of magnitude larger than seen in the "rabbit-like" pattern. This pattern is also the same for both polarities. If using a linear scale on the vertical axis, this pattern may resemble what is referred to as a "triangle" PRPD pattern [17].

The standard interpretation of both the "rabbit-like" and "triangle" patterns is that the sources are cavities in the insulation. The quite distinct differences between the two may suggest that they originate in different types of cavities. It can be speculated that the "rabbit-like" is caused by many and small cavities located in the mass volume of the butt gaps, as the PDs appear in large numbers, their amplitudes are small and presumably just a small portion of them exceed the lower limit of the measuring range of 5 units.

The other pattern with much greater amplitudes, sometimes exceeding the 10,000 units as in the middle plot of Figure 7, may be generated by a source with a much higher capacitance. Cavities or cracks formed by "delamination" of paper layers or by expansion/wedging from butt gaps and in between paper layers may be such a source. This cavity geometry is associated with large surfaces and much greater capacitances and charges than for example a small spherical cavity in the mass volume of a butt gap. The energy released by a PD thus becomes considerably larger.

3.4 PRPD PATTERNS AFTER LOAD TURN-OFFS

PD measurements were also carried out after current turn-offs on cable samples A and B and at various ambient temperatures (3, 6 and 13 °C). The procedure was as follows: First, the cable was cooled for a day to attain isothermal conditions. Then DC current was passed for a day such that the radial heat flow from the conductor and the accompanying temperature gradient in the insulation reached steady state. The current was then switched off, the current leads disconnected, PD measurement equipment hooked up, and high voltage ac was applied, all within a minute's time. Hence, the first PRPD plot could be completed some six minutes after load turn-off. More plots were recorded at increasing time intervals during the next 24 h. The voltage was turned off between the measurements.

Immediately after current turn-off all cables were quiet, i.e., without observable PDs, even at 70 kV. After a few minutes, PDs forming "rabbit-like" PRPD patterns start appearing. Their repetition rate increased steadily and reached a maximum 1–3 h into the cooling period. About at the same time the other, more powerful type of PDs starts appearing. They gradually increase in magnitude and frequency, for later to slowly fade out. Towards the end of the 24 h recording period both types of PDs either have become far less intense or died out completely.

Figure 8 shows PRPD plots obtained from one of the load turn-off tests, illustrating this narrative.

At stationary conditions and with rated load current, the temperature drop across the insulation layer of the cables is around 12 °C, and an additional couple of degrees to the outer surface of the cable. Hence, immediately after load turn-off the temperature at the innermost layers of the insulation was around 17, 20 and 27 °C in these tests. The lack of PDs immediately after load turn-off is thus consistent with what the measurements at isothermal conditions gave; no PDs were detected at these temperatures in objects A and B, see Figure 6.

The PDs which started to appear a few minutes into the cooling period are probably a result of that shrinkage voids were formed in the innermost layers of the insulation. The thermal contraction of the mass is here larger and proceeds faster than further out in the insulation, and the electric field is about twice as strong as in the outermost insulation layers.

As discussed earlier, the distinct dissimilarities in the observed PRPD patterns may suggest that a second type of cavities develop as the temperature in the insulation continued to fall. The load cycling breakdowns that have been observed during the type tests usually occur a few hours into the cooling
period. This is at the same time as the more powerful type of
PDs started appearing in the present study. It may thus be
speculated that the PDs generated here under modest ac stress,
originate in the same type of defect contributing to the load
cycling breakdowns seen under high DC stress in the type test.

The fact that the PDs faded out as the cables reach isothermal
conditions after having carried load current is unexpected. The
combined cavity volume is now at its largest since the average
temperature in the insulation is at its lowest. Under isothermal
conditions and before cable A had carried any load currents, the
inception and extinction voltages at 6 °C were 30 and 8 kV,
respectively, see Figure 6a. Now, 1,300 min after a load turn-
onf on the same cable and at the same temperature, only few
PDs were recorded at 70 kV. When reducing the voltage to
40 kV for a second measurement, all PDs had extinguished.
Apparently, the dielectric strength of the cavities was here
substantially increased by the current loading.

In the tests presented in Section 3.2, the PD behavior of a
cable was also significantly altered by passing load currents, see
Figure 6c. However, in that case the dielectric strength of the
cavities was not increased, but significantly reduced (although
it one month later was back to its original level).

3.5 MECHANISMS AND TIME CONSTANTS

The mechanisms responsible for the current-induced change
in PD behavior have not been identified. As mentioned earlier,
a pressure-driven radial flow of mass through the paper,
changes in the internal gas pressure of the cavities, their size
and number, and other phenomena can play roles in this.
Irrespective of the nature of the dominating mechanism(s), two
important aspects stand out: First, this may also affect the
dielectric strength of the insulation system under HVDC
operation. Second, the associated time constants are of the order
of days and weeks.

The electric field and thus also the dielectric stresses in the
insulation of a HVDC MIND cable are to a large extent
determined by the space charge distribution. Under stationary
conditions, the radial space charge distribution is determined by
the temperature gradient through the insulation. Changes in the
current loading alter both the maximum temperature (at the
conductor) and the thermal gradient through the insulation.
(The temperature of the ambient – sea water or mud – is
assumed to be constant over the time spans considered.) Hence,
a current load change is followed by a space charge
redistribution. Reversing the polarity, which is done regularly
on many MIND cables in operation, initiates even greater
changes in the space charge distribution.

Consequently, when estimating the dielectric stresses which
the insulation of a MIND cable is exposed to during load
changes and polarity reversals, both the thermal time constant
of the cable and the time constant associated with the space
charge redistribution are taken into account. For a typical
HVDC MIND cable, the thermal time constant is around half a
day, whereas the time needed for the space charges to reach a
new equilibrium (and the dielectric stress to come down) may
be substantial at low temperatures. At 10 °C ambient it takes
approximately a day.

The dielectric stresses associated with frequent polarity
reversals and rapid and large load changes are much larger than
under steady state conditions, so the ability for MIND cables to

Figure 8. PRPD plot acquired at 70 kV from the cable A. The time lapsed
after rated load current turn-off is indicated for each plot. The cable surface
temperature was maintained at 6 °C.
endure this over a lifetime has been questioned. As a precautionary measure, several HVDC links using MIND cables have implemented operational restrictions on the rate of load changes and are also applying certain procedures that ease stresses during polarity reversals.

The results from the present investigation with PD measurements under ac (where no space charge phenomena exist) strongly suggest that current loading alone can change the dielectric properties of the MIND cable insulation. Consequently, accurate determination of the limitations of an HVDC MIND cable with regard to what load changes and polarity reversals it can safely handle, may be more complicated than previously assumed. It may not be sufficient to consider the loading history only from temperature and space charge redistribution perspectives. Mechanisms with an even larger time constant – of the order of days and weeks – may be needed to be included in the considerations.

Obviously, identifying and understanding all the mechanisms at work in the insulation under dynamic conditions would be a good starting point for utilizing the full potential of the MIND cable technology.

4 CONCLUSIONS

PD measurements at modest ac voltages is a new and inexpensive approach for studying the insulation system of full-scale MIND HVDC subsea cables.

The observed temperature dependency of the PD activity supports the existing perception that thermal contraction of the mass causes potentially harmful cavities to form in the insulation after a load turn-off and at low temperatures.

The observation of two distinctly different PRPD patterns at different stages in the cooling period after a load turn-off suggests that different "types" of cavities are created. The type causing by far the most powerful PDs appears a few hours into the cooling period, which coincides in time with when load cycling breakdowns during type testing occur.

Current loading leaves the cavities with a different dielectric strength afterwards; both large increases and a temporary reduction were observed. The mechanisms behind are not identified, but the associated time constants are of the order of days and weeks. Considering the market demand for more rapid load changes, fully understanding the dynamic behavior of the insulation system of MIND cables is crucial for exploring the true potential of this technology.
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